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The observational status of the polarisation of the anomalous microwave emission (AME) is reviewed, both for individual compact
Galactic regions as well as for the large-scale Galactic emission. There are six Galactic regions with existing polarisation constraints
in the relevant range of 10–40 GHz: four dust clouds (Perseus, ρ Ophiuchi, LDN1622, and Pleiades) and two HII regions (LPH96
and the Helix nebula). These constraints are discussed in detail and are complemented by deriving upper limits on the polarisation
of the AME for those objects without published WMAP constraints. For the case of large-scale emission, two recent works, based
on WMAP data, are reviewed. Currently, the best constraints on the fractional polarisation of the AME, at frequencies near the
peak of the emission (i.e., 20–30 GHz), are at the level of ∼ 1% (95.4% confidence level). Finally, we compare these constraints
with the predictions of some theoretical AME models and discuss the possible impact of polarised AME on future primordial
B-mode experiments.

1. Introduction
The anomalous microwave emission (hereafter AME) is an
excess of dust-correlated microwave (10–60 GHz) emission
[1, 2] which cannot be explained in terms of the standard
physical mechanisms of continuum emission in this frequency range: synchrotron, free-free, and/or thermal dust
emission. This AME has been measured by multiple cosmic
microwave background (CMB) experiments on both large
scales (e.g., COBE [1]; OVRO [2]; Saskatoon [3]; 19 GHz [4];
Python V [5]; Tenerife [6, 7]; GBT [8–10]; COSMOSOMAS
[11]; WMAP [12–17]; Planck [18, 19]) as well as in
pointed observations of specific Galactic dust clouds (e.g.,
COSMOSOMAS [20, 21]; CBI [22–24]; AMI [25–27]; VSA
[28, 29]; RATAN-600 [30]; 8 GHz [31, Conklin data]; Planck
[18]). Moreover, recent studies also show evidence of AME
in nearby galaxies [32, 33]. A comprehensive review of the
status of the AME measurements in intensity can be found
in this special issue.
Among the various physical mechanisms proposed to
explain the AME, electric-dipole emission [34] from very

small (less than 103 atoms) rapidly rotating (∼ 1.5 × 1010 s−1 )
dust grains in the interstellar medium (the so-called
“spinning dust”) appears to be the most favoured mechanism
[18, 20, 22, 35, 36]. However, there are other possible
explanations in the literature. For example, magnetic dipole
emission [37] from vibrating “magnetic dust” grains has
been also discussed. A detailed theoretical description of
these models can be found elsewhere [34, 37–42]. A review
on the subject is also included in this special issue.
Measurements of the polarisation of the AME may constitute a key tool to distinguish between these models. The
polarisation degree of spinning dust emission is predicted
to be very small [38], reaching a maximum (6-7%) around
2-3 GHz, and dropping rapidly towards high frequencies
(e.g., about 3% polarisation at 10 GHz and less than 0.5%
above 30 GHz). Magnetic dust is expected to be, in general,
polarised at much higher levels, and more importantly, the
predicted frequency behaviour is diﬀerent [37]. Recently,
detailed predictions for the expected polarisation of the
magnetic dipole emission, both for aligned free-flying magnetic nanoparticles and for nonspherical silicate host with
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randomly oriented magnetic inclusions, have been reported
[42]. They showed that the level of linear polarisation
depends strongly on the degree of alignment between the
dust grains and the magnetic field, having zero polarisation
for random alignments. Furthermore, in cases with magnetic
inclusions, the polarisation level can be greater than 5% at
30 GHz, while in the range 10–20 GHz all models have polarisation degrees lower than 1% (depending on the magnetic
inclusions). A relevant prediction is that the polarisation
direction can be reversed in this second case with magnetic
inclusions, which could be used as an observational tracer to
distinguish between these two models.
In this paper, we present an overview of the current
observational status of the measurements of the polarisation
of the AME. Although there is little information in the
literature on this subject, mainly because the polarisation
degree of the AME is known to be very small and thus
diﬃcult to measure, it is a field with a rapidly increasing
activity. In addition to the importance of understanding
the physical processes responsible of the emission in the
interstellar medium, the characterisation of all polarised
astrophysical foregrounds in the microwave range is very
relevant for future CMB experiments aiming to detect a
primordial B-mode signal [43, 44].
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
some practical issues related to polarisation measurements.
The current status of the AME polarisation constraints is presented in the following two sections. In Section 3, we review
the six Galactic regions where measurements (or upper
limits) have been set in the 10–60 GHz frequency range:
Perseus, LPH96, Helix Nebulae, ρ Ophiuchi, LDN1622, and
Pleiades. In Section 4, we discuss the current constraints
on the polarisation of the diﬀuse (large-scale) Galactic
AME emission. For completeness, we derive in Section 5.2
new constraints on the polarisation of the AME for two
of the aforementioned regions (LDN1622 and LPH96) for
which WMAP constraints were not available. Finally, the
conclusions and implications for future B-mode experiments
are presented in Section 6.

2. Polarisation Measurements
Here we review some specific methodologies and conventions of the polarisation measurements. First of all, we will
be reporting only linear polarisation measurements, as the
physical mechanisms considered in this frequency range do
not produce circular polarisation (V = 0).
Linear polarisation can be described in terms of two
Stokes parameters [45], Q and U. While the intensity (I)
is a scalar quantity, Q and U are not: they depend on the
selected reference frame. Unless otherwise stated, the values
quoted in this paper are referred to Galactic coordinates, and
the HEALPix polarisation convention [46] is used (i.e., for
a given point on sky, y-axis points towards east, and x-axis
points south). If, for a certain measurement, (Q, U) are given
in another reference system which is rotated by an angle θ
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with respect to the previous one, the Stokes parameter in our
new frame can be obtained as
Q = cos(2θ)Q + sin(2θ)U,

(1)

U  = − sin(2θ)Q + cos(2θ)U.

Flux extraction methods used for AME regions are
similar to those used for intensity measurements in CMB
studies, but now directly applied to the Q and U maps.
The most widely used method for polarisation constraints
in compact regions is the aperture photometry (e.g., [47–
49]), but in principle, other methods could be applied (for
a review, see [50]). For example, fitting methods based on
diﬀerent spatial profiles are often used for extracting the
intensity in AME regions: either by fitting the beam profile
for point-like objects (e.g., [51–53]), or fitting more complex
shapes (ellipsoids, multiple Gaussians, etc.) for extended
objects (e.g., [20, 28]). Other techniques, as matched filters
[54–56], wavelets [57–59], or the recently proposed filtered
fusion technique [60], have been used to detect and to
measure the polarisation of point-like objects in CMB maps
and could in principle be applied to resolve AME regions.
Throughout this paper, we define the polarised intensity
as


P = Q2 + U 2

(2)

and the fractional polarisation (in per cent units) as


Π(%) = 100

Q2 + U 2
P
= 100 .
I
I

(3)

When placing confidence limits on polarisation measurements, there is an specific issue related to P (and Π)
estimates, due to the fact that the posterior distributions of
the polarisation level (and angle) do not follow a normal
(Gaussian) distribution. This issue is especially relevant for
AME measurements, because most of the current constraints
are either upper limits or marginal detections with very
low S/N ratios, and if not properly taken into account, the
polarisation fraction estimates could be biased.
The posterior distribution of the polarisation level P was
described elsewhere [61, 62]. Here we follow [63], and first,
we introduce the so-called Rice (or Rician) distribution for
the polarisation, which gives the probability of measuring a
polarisation fraction in the range [P, P + dP],


 



P
P 2 + P02
PP0 dP
I0
,
R(P | P0 )dP = exp −
σ
2σ 2
σ2 σ

(4)

where P0 stands for the true (underlying) polarisation value
of the object that we are observing; I0 is the zeroth-order
modified Bessel function; σ stands for the uncertainty on
the Q (or U) measurements (i.e., Q2  = U 2  = σ 2 ). Note
that this expression was derived assuming that the underlying
observables (Q and U) follow a Gaussian distribution. The
nth moment of this Rician distribution is given by


E[P n ] = 2σ 2

n/2
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n
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n
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(5)
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E[P] = σ

π
1
P02
.
1 F 1 − , 1, −
2
2
2σ 2

(6)

Note that this equation has the proper asymptotic limit for
large values of P0 /σ, in the sense that E[P] → P0 for P02 
σ 2 . However, for low signal-to-noise ratios, the mean of this
distribution does not coincide with P0 .
Once we have the Rician distribution, and for the case of
a single polarisation measurement, the posterior distribution
is given, according to the Bayes’ theorem, by
f (P0 | P) =

R(P | P0 )
R(P | P0 )dP0


= σ −1







 

2
P2
P 2 I PP /σ 2
exp − 02 exp − 2 0 2 0 2
π
2σ
4σ I0 (P /4σ )
(7)

for the case of a uniform prior in P0 . This function is plotted
in Figure 1 for several values of the measured polarisation
(P). Direct integration of (7) can be used to provide an
 as well as to define the
estimate of the true polarisation, P,
confidence intervals. For example, if we define the cumulant
distribution F(P) as
F(P) =

P
0

f (x | Pobs )dx

(8)

for a certain observed polarisation value Pobs , then the
95% confidence limit Pu is derived by solving the implicit
equation F(Pu ) = 0.95.
For practical purposes, the maximum likelihood solution
for P can be approximated, in the two limits of low and high
S/N ratios, by these simple expressions:
P = 0,


for

P ≈ P 2 − σ 2 ,

P √
< 2,
σ
for

P
 3.
σ

(9)

We note that, in practice, this posterior distribution can be
also evaluated numerically by using Monte-Carlo simulations based on the noise properties of the measurements
(e.g., [48, 49]). This Monte-Carlo procedure permits us to
include not only more complex noise properties, but also the
uncertainty in the intensity measurements when deriving the
Π estimates. The upper limits reported in Section 5 use this
Monte-Carlo approach.

3. Polarisation of the AME in Galactic Regions
Out of the list of compact Galactic regions showing evidence
for AME, we have identified in the literature only six with
published polarisation constraints: four dust clouds and
two HII regions. In order to provide the constraints on P

0.8
Posterior distribution f (P0 |P)

where Γ stands for the gamma function, and 1 F 1 is the
confluent hypergeometric function of the first kind [64].
For example, the mean (or first moment) of the Rician
distribution, is thus given by
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Figure 1: Posterior distribution function from the Rician distribution and for the case of a single polarisation measurement,
from (7).
√
Note that for measured polarisation values P/σ < 2, the posterior
distribution (as a function of the true polarisation, P0 /σ) peaks at
zero polarisation.

and Π and for completeness, we also briefly summarise the
status of the intensity measurements of those regions. All
values described throughout this section are included both
in Table 1 and Figure 2.
3.1. Dust Clouds
3.1.1. G159.6-18.5 (Perseus). The Perseus molecular complex
is a giant molecular cloud located at a distance of 260 pc [68].
The G159.6-18.5 dust feature is our region of interest, an
expanding HII bubble that has emerged from the outer edge
of the cloud [69, 70].
The first detection of AME in G159.6-18.5 was presented
in [20] and used the COSMOSOMAS experiment [11, 71]
(10–18 GHz) and the WMAP (23–94 GHz) data. The spectral
energy distribution (hereafter SED) shows a clear emission
excess (e.g., ∼ 11.3 Jy and ∼ 27.2 Jy at 11 and 16 GHz, resp.),
which is well fitted by a spinning dust model in the frequency
range 10–60 GHz [34]. A detailed review of the AME in this
region is also presented in this special issue.
Using the COSMOSOMAS data at 11 GHz, [65] reported
a marginal detection of polarised emission in this region,
which in principle could be ascribed to AME. Taken as a face
value, the reported polarisation fraction (Π = 3.4+1.5
−1.9 % at the
95% confidence level) favours electric dipole emission [34]
over dipole magnetic emission [37], as the physical mechanism responsible of the observed polarisation. However, a
careful study has to be carried out at lower frequencies to
confirm the spinning dust hypothesis. Recently, and using
new data from the Eﬀelsberg telescope at 2.7 GHz (11 cm),
[72] proposed that G159.6-18.5 acts as a Faraday Screen
(FR) which rotates the polarisation angle of the background
emission, and this might contribute significantly to the
COSMOSOMAS measurement at 11 GHz.
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Table 1: Summary of the current constraints on the fractional polarisation (Π) of the AME both for individual Galactic objects and for
large-scale (diﬀuse) measurements. Columns 1 to 3 indicate the region, the experiment used for this particular constraint, and the angular
resolution, respectively. The following four columns indicate the constraints on the fractional polarisation (Π), separated according to the
frequency band for an easier comparison. When quoting upper limits, the 95% confidence level is used. Last column provides the relevant
references.


Name

Experiment

Resolution

1◦

G159.6-18.5 COSMOSOMAS



(9–11 GHz)
(22 GHz)
[%]
[%]
Galactic AME regions



(30–33 GHz)
[%]



(40 GHz)
[%]

3.4+1.5
−1.9

◦

References

[65]

”

WMAP-7

1

<1.01

<1.79

<2.69

[48]

”

WMAP-7

1◦

<1.4

<1.9

<4.7

[49]

CBI

∼9

ρ Ophiuchi
”

◦

<1.7

WMAP-7

1

GBT

∼1.3

LDN1622

<3.2
<1.6

[24]
<2.6

<2.7

◦

[49]
[10]

”

WMAP-7

1

<2.6

<4.8

<8.3

This work
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WMAP-7

1◦

<12.2

<32.0

<95.8

[21], this work

LPH96

CBI

∼9

WMAP-7

1◦

<1.3

<2.5

<7.4

This work

CBI

∼9

”
Helix

<10

[23]

<8

[66]
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Figure 2: Summary of the current constraints on the fractional
polarisation (Π) of the AME. Data points are taken from Table 1.
All upper limits are given at the 95% confidence level.

Later, [48] studied the polarisation properties of the AME
in G159.6-18.5 using the WMAP-7 data, putting constraints
on the polarisation fraction of the AME in the region, at an
angular resolution of 1◦ , and using an aperture photometry
method on a circular aperture with radius r0 = 2◦ . All
measurements in the five WMAP frequency bands were

<1

<1

[67]
[16]

found to be compatible with zero polarisation, and thus, only
upper limits for P and Π were reported. At 23 GHz, they
reported PAME < 0.48 Jy and ΠAME < 1.01%, while at 33 GHz,
the constraints are 0.86 Jy and 1.79%. Note that at these
frequencies, the contribution of a possible FR screen in the
region is negligible. Again, these results are consistent with
the expected polarisation level from electric dipole emission
[38].
More recently, [49] revised the polarisation constraints
on the Perseus region using WMAP-7 data, using aperture
photometry but with a more detailed treatment of the
WMAP instrumental noise properties. Their constraints,
properly corrected for the Rice bias, are PAME < 0.24 Jy and
ΠAME < 1.4% at 23 GHz and 0.30 Jy and 1.9% at 33 GHz
(95% confidence level). These values are fully consistent with
those obtained in [48].
3.1.2. ρ Ophiuchi. The ρ Ophiuchi molecular cloud (e.g.,
[73–75]) lies within the Gould Belt region, at a distance of
135 ± 15 pc [76]. A detailed study of the centimetre-wave
continuum radiation in this region was presented in [24],
who reported an excess of emission over the expected freefree emission level at 31 GHz, spatially associated with the
ρ Ophiuchi West bright feature, thus evidencing the presence
of AME. Using the Planck data [18], a high-accuracy SED has
been derived. The best-fitting model for this SED requires
a spinning dust contribution with two components: a highdensity (∼ 2 × 104 cm−3 ) molecular gas and a low-density
(∼ 200 cm−3 ) atomic gas.
A polarised intensity map at 31 GHz was obtained in ρ
Ophiuchi with the CBI interferometer, with a synthesised
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beam of 9.5 × 8.3 arcmin2 [24]. No obvious polarisation was
found in this map, so an upper limit of Π < 3.2% (2-σ) was
derived for the peak central region and Π < 16% (2-σ) for
the outer parts. For the integrated flux density, it was set an
upper limit of 1% at 3σ.
Recently, [49] also provided constraints on the polarisation fraction in this region, based on WMAP-7 data, at
1◦ scales. The upper limits, after noise-bias correction, are
PAME < 0.43 Jy and ΠAME < 1.7% at 23 GHz; PAME < 0.44 Jy
and ΠAME < 1.6 at 33 GHz (95% confidence level).
3.1.3. LDN1622. Located at a distance of ∼ 200 pc [77],
Lynds 1622 (hereafter LDN1622) is a dark cloud that lies in
the foreground of the Orion B cloud within the Orion East
molecular complex [78]. It extends up to 1 pc according to its
far-IR emission. Next to LDN1622, we can find a diﬀuse HII
region named Barnard’s Loop.
Using the Green Bank Telescope (GBT), [8] reported
the first detection of AME in this region, which was later
confirmed by [22], using observations with the CBI at
31 GHz, the Parkes-MIT-NRAO survey at 4.85 GHz, WMAP
data (23–94 GHz), and IRAS. The CBI measurement yields
a (loss-corrected) flux density of 2.90 ± 0.04 Jy, which is
basically dominated by the AME contribution.
The only upper limit on the polarised AME in LDN1622
that can be found in the literature was reported in [10].
The GBT Spectrometer at 9.65 GHz was used to obtain
observations in the four Stokes parameters, yielding Q =
35 ± 30 μK and U = 26 ± 34 μK at an angular resolution
of ∼ 6 . These values were translated into upper limits on the
polarisation using a maximum likelihood approach similar
to the one described in Section 2, resulting P < 88 μK and P <
123 μK at the 95% and 99.7% confidence levels, respectively.
The constraint on the fractional polarisation at 9.65 GHz is
Π < 2.7% (95% confidence level).
3.1.4. Pleiades Reflection Nebula. The Pleiades reflection nebula lies within the Taurus complex at a distance of ∼ 120 pc
[79]. This is a well-known region, and detailed information
about the physical properties of the interstellar medium can
be found elsewhere (see e.g., [21], and references therein).
The first evidence for AME in the Pleiades reflection
nebula was obtained using the WMAP-7 and COSMOSOMAS data [21]. At 23 GHz, the flux density (2.15 ± 0.12 Jy),
integrated within a 1◦ radius, mainly corresponds to the
AME intensity. The polarised fluxes at this frequency, also
derived using aperture photometry, are Q = 0.076 ± 0.071 Jy
and U = −0.056 ± 0.091 Jy. When combining these values
with the intensity measurement and taking into account the
noise-bias correction described in Section 2, a 2σ upper limit
on the polarisation fraction of Π < 10.8% was set at 23 GHz.
3.2. HII Regions. At radio/microwave frequencies
( 100 GHz), HII regions are dominated by free-free (thermal bremsstrahlung) emission from ionised plasma with
electron temperatures Te ≈ 8000 K. The spectrum of freefree radiation is well understood [80, 81], and it is known to
be unpolarised. However, a contribution of AME to the SED
of these objects could be in principle expected, since ion
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collisions with grains are predicted to be one of the largest
contributors in maintaining the large rotational velocities
required to produce spinning dust emission [34]. We now
review the polarisation measurements associated with two
HII regions showing evidence of AME: LPH96 and the Helix
Nebulae.
3.2.1. LPH96. LPH96 is a diﬀuse HII region [82], for which
observations with the Green Bank 43-m Telescope between
5 and 10 GHz [8] suggested a rising spectrum compatible
with AME. However, later CBI observations at 31 GHz
[23] showed no evidence for significant AME. Indeed, the
spectral index within the CBI band, and between CBI and
Eﬀelsberg data at 1.4 and 2.7 GHz, was found to be β =
2.06 ± 0.03, which is consistent with optically thin free-free
emission, thus setting an upper limit of 24% (2σ) on the
intensity of AME at 31 GHz. A consistent result, showing no
evidence of AME, was obtained using the Very Small Array
interferometer [28].
In polarisation, [23] reported CBI observations of Stokes
Q and U parameters, with a synthesised beam of 7 .9 ×
6 .5 (FWHM). The polarised emission was found to be
negligible, thus setting a 3σ upper limit on the total fractional
polarisation of 2%. Depending on the actual intensity of the
AME, this limit can be translated into an upper limit on
the fractional polarisation of the AME. For instance, [23]
argue that if 14% of the total intensity emission at 31 GHz is
indeed anomalous, then the polarisation of this component
is Π  10% (at the 2σ level).
3.2.2. Helix Nebula and Other PNe. The Helix nebula
(NGC7293) is an evolved Planetary Nebula (PN), lying at a
distance of ∼ 200 pc [83]. Its angular size is about 10 , and its
emission extends up to 1 pc [84].
A detailed multifrequency analysis on the region was
carried out in [85]. The derived SED shows a dustcorrelated 31 GHz excess over free-free emission, which
cannot be explained in terms of a synchrotron component,
nor with optically thick knots, nor in terms of ultracold
grains. However, one of the most interesting aspects of this
detection is that very small grains, thought not to survive
in evolved Planetary Nebulae (PNe), have not been detected
in NGC7293. Therefore, the presence of AME cannot be
explained in terms of electric dipole emission from spinning
dust grains, and thus, for this particular case, the magnetic
dipole emission from ferromagnetic grains is favoured [85].
Because of this particularity, [66] extended the previous
work in the Helix, by considering a more extended sample
of 37 PNe. Using CBI measurements, they showed that the
31 GHz flux densities in their PNe sample are systematically
higher than the level of optically thin free-free continuum
extrapolated from 250 GHz. The 31 GHz excess is observed
in all 18 PNe with reliable 31 and 250 GHz data and is
significant in nine PNe.
Polarisation measurements at 31 GHz were obtained in
four objects of the full sample: Helix, NGC7009, NGC1360,
and NGC246. No significant polarisation was detected in
any of these four PNe, being all Stokes Q and U maps fully
consistent with noise. The 99% upper limits on the total
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polarisation fraction, after correcting for the noise bias as
described in Section 2, are 8.5%, 8.5%, 17%, and 2.4% for
NGC7009, NGC1360, NGC246, and NGC7293, respectively.
For the case of the Helix, and since free-free radiation
is not polarised, that limit on the total polarisation can
be converted into an upper limit for the AME polarisation
fraction. For 36–80% free-free emission at 31 GHz, this
translates into Π < 3.8–12% for the AME, also at the 99%
confidence level. The more conservative number (8% at 2sigmas) is also included in Table 1.

4. Polarisation of the Diffuse Galactic AME
Due to the low-polarisation degree of the AME measured in
Galactic regions, most of the component separation methods
attempting to separate the AME in polarisation from CMB
maps normally assume that this component is unpolarised.
Because of this reason, there are only a few constraints in
the literature on the polarisation of the (large-scale) diﬀuse
Galactic AME emission. Here we review two papers, both
based on WMAP data.
First, [67] used the WMAP 3-year data to constrain the
fractional polarisation of the AME. By assuming that the
spatial distribution and the polarisation angles of the AME
can be traced by dust templates and adopting a spinning dust
model [34] for the frequency dependence of the emission,
they fitted the polarisation data searching for an AME
contribution. Their conclusion is that the spinning dust
contribution is less than 1% of the observed polarisation
signal variance in any WMAP band (23–94 GHz).
More recently, [16] used a diﬀerent approach, based
on a cross-correlation analysis between the WMAP 5year polarisation maps and several intensity template maps
tracing the Galactic synchrotron, dust, and free-free emissions. They derived the polarisation fraction for all those
three components in 48 sky regions (corresponding to the
HEALPix pixelisation with Nside = 2). In intensity, the
dust-correlated emission is found to be the dominant signal
over the entire sky in the 23–94 GHz range, being the
anomalous emission clearly detected at 23 and 33 GHz. At
these two frequencies, the AME is found to be the dominant
foreground at low Galactic latitudes (−40◦ < b < 10◦ ). The
average fractional polarisation of dust-correlated AME at
23 GHz is 3.2 ± 0.9(stat) ± 1.5(sys) per cent, or equivalently,
Π < 5% at the 95% confidence level. These two results have
been included in Table 1 and Figure 2.

5. New Constraints
In the previous sections we have presented a compilation
of the up-to-date polarisation measurements of AME in
individual regions, as well as in the diﬀuse Galactic emission,
which is summarised in Table 1. Now, we use WMAP 7-year
data to expand the spectral range of these constraints in those
regions where we have not found WMAP measurements in
the literature. For LDN1622, [10] derived an upper limit at
9.65 GHz using data from the GBT telescope, whereas the
31 GHz measurement for LPH96 was obtained by [23] using
data from the CBI interferometer. In the Pleiades reflection
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nebula, [21] presented an upper limit using only the 23 GHz
WMAP channel. Here, we complement the polarisation
measurements for those three regions using the WMAP
maps. We note that the Helix nebula is not included in our
study, because of the low flux density and small angular
extent of this object, making the AME emission of this region
undetectable in WMAP maps.
5.1. Data and Methodology. We use the WMAP 7-year data
products [86], which are publicly available in the lambda
webpage (http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/) in the HEALPix pixelisation scheme. Maps are provided for each of the five
WMAP frequency bands (K, Ka, Q, V, and W), centred at
22.8, 33.0, 40.7, 60.8, and 93.5 GHz. The original angular
resolutions of these bands are, respectively, 0.85◦ , 0.65◦ ,
0.51◦ , 0.35◦ , and 0.25◦ although, for consistency, we will
work with maps degraded to a common resolution of 1◦ .
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show maps of the I, Q, and U Stokes
parameters at LDN1622, LPH96, and the Pleiades reflection
nebula, respectively. No clear polarised emission is visible
in any of these maps. Thus, we use an aperture photometry integration to derive upper limits on the polarisation
fractions. As explained in [48], this is an eﬃcient technique
for computing fluxes, or upper limits, in regions of low
signal to noise, which at the same time allows a reliable
subtraction of the underlying background signal. It consists
of an integration of the temperatures of all pixels within a
given aperture, after subtracting the mean background level
which is calculated by averaging the temperatures of all pixels
enclosed in an external annulus. The central coordinates,
together with the radii of the inner aperture and of the
background ring used in each case, are shown in Table 2. The
flux estimate is given by
n2

 n

1

Sν = a(ν)

i=1 Ti

n1

−

j =1 T j

n2



,

(10)

where n1 and n2 are, respectively, the number of pixels in the
circular aperture and in the background annulus, and Ti and
T j represent the pixel thermodynamic temperatures in the
aperture and in the external annulus (here by “temperature”
we refer either to total intensity, or temperature in Stokes
Q and U, when we calculate polarised fluxes). The function
a(ν) gives the conversion factor from temperature to flux,




h2 ν4
hν
sinh−2
n1 Ωpix ,
a(ν) =
2kB T0
2kB T02 c2

(11)

where h and kB are the Planck and Boltzmann constants;
T0 = 2.725 K is the CMB temperature today [87]; Ωpix stands
for the solid angle subtended by a HEALPix pixel (all of them
have the same area).
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Figure 3: The LDN1622 region, as seen by WMAP in Stokes parameters I (left), Q (centre), and U (right column), at 23 GHz (top row) and
33 GHz (bottom row). All maps are displayed at the common angular resolution of 1.0◦ . The circles (r0 = 0.7◦ , r1 = 1.0◦ , and r2 = 1.5◦ )
indicate the main aperture (r0 ) and the region for the background correction (r1 < r < r2 ) used for the aperture photometry method. The
masked regions are not included in the flux density determination (see text for details).

The associated error bar for the flux estimator given
(10) can be computed analytically, using the pixel-to-pixel
covariance, as
⎡

σ(Sν ) = a(ν)⎣

1
n21

n
1 ,n1
i,i

C(θii ) +

1
n22

n
2 ,n2



C θ j j

Name



j, j 

⎤1/2

n1 n2  
2 
C θi j ⎦ ,
−
n1 , n2 i, j

Table 2: Central positions and radii used in the aperture photometry analysis for each region.

(12)

where the indices i and i run over pixels in the aperture
region, while j and j  run over pixels in the background
region. In (12), C(θi j ) is the pixel-to-pixel 2-point correlation function, which is evaluated for any pair of pixels
separated by an angle θi j , and in general, it includes the
CMB, the background emission, and the instrumental noise
contributions.
In the case of the total intensity estimates, the two main
contributions to the error bar are the instrumental noise and

LDN1622
LPH96
Pleiades

R.A. (J2000)
(deg)
88.64
99.28
56.24

Dec.
(deg)
2.10
10.70
23.78

r0
(deg)
0.7
0.7
1.0

r1
(deg)
1.0
1.0
1.7

r2
(deg)
1.5
1.5
2.0

the background fluctuations, which chiefly arise from the
large-scale Galactic emission and from the CMB. In order to
account for the two terms, following [49], we estimate the
associated flux error bar through the quadratic sum of the
standard deviations in the aperture and in the background:
 



σ SIν ≈ a(ν)σ Tbg





1
1
+
nap nbg

1/2

,

(13)
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Figure 4: The same as Figure 3, but for the LPH96 region.

where σ(Tbg ) represents the pixel-to-pixel standard deviation in the background; nap and nbg are the number of
independent pixels in the aperture and the background,
respectively. Those are calculated as the equivalent number
of beams that can be accommodated within each aperture.
Note that in (13), we do not include the standard deviation
on the aperture, as this will be contaminated by the source
contribution.
Conversely, when extracting the Q and U fluxes on
WMAP data, we have checked that the contributions of the
background fluctuations and the CMB are not so critical.
Therefore, in this case, we follow [48] and we use (12), being
the correlation function entirely due to instrumental noise.
Note that, even in this case of almost uncorrelated noise, we
still have a contribution which arises from the smoothing
process applied to bring all the maps to a common 1◦ angular
resolution.
In order to derive polarisation upper limits associated
with the AME, we need to have an estimate of the AME
total intensity flux at each of the WMAP frequencies, which
might be viewed as the residual flux after subtracting the
other contributions, namely, the CMB, the free-free, and
the thermal dust emissions. We characterise the free-free

emission as Iﬀ = Aﬀν0 (ν/ν0 )βﬀ , with βﬀ = −0.1, from
low-frequency radio surveys at 0.408 GHz [88], 0.820 GHz
[89], and 1.4 GHz [90]. The thermal dust emission is
modelled using a modified black-body spectrum, Id (ν, Td ) =
τ100 (ν/(2998 GHz))βd Bν (Td ), using far-infrared data from the
DIRBE satellite between 1249 and 2998 GHz [91]. Finally,
a CMB component is fitted to the data using a blackbody curve. The total AME intensity flux is then calculated
as IAME = Itotal − Iﬀ − Id − Icmb , and the final AME
polarisation fraction as ΠAME = 100P0 /IAME , where P0
is the debiased polarised flux, which is calculated from
the measured polarised flux, P, following the formalism
presented in Section 2. The uncertainty of those quantities
(IAME and ΠAME ) is derived by propagating the uncertainty
of the SED fit.
5.2. Results
5.2.1. LDN1622. After applying a mask to remove the contamination introduced by the neighbouring Barnard’s loop
HII region (The region masked for our analysis has a
rectangular shape, defined by the following four vertices:
v1 : (R.A. = 87.◦ 07; Dec. = 2◦ .9), v2 : (R.A. = 85◦ .04; Dec.
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Figure 5: The same as Figure 3, but for the Pleiades region. The apertures now correspond to the radii r0 = 1◦ , r1 = 1.5◦ , and r2 = 2◦ .

= 0◦ .79), v3 : (R.A. = 87◦ .79; Dec. : −1◦ .53), and v4 : (R.A.
= 89◦ .91; Dec. = 0◦ .03).), we get the intensity fluxes listed
in Table 3. Our derived fluxes at low frequencies (1.9 ± 4.2
and 1.19 ± 0.85 Jy, at 0.40 and 1.42 GHz, resp.), should be

considered as upper limits, as they are within the error bars
and the maps do not present clear emission. To determine
the amplitude of the free-free emission, we instead use the
flux density of 0.086 ± 0.042 Jy obtained by [22] at 5 GHz.
We then perform a joint fit of the CMB and thermal dust
components using the 94 GHz WMAP flux and the DIRBE
fluxes in the three bands, after subtracting the free-free
emission corresponding to each band. We fix the emissivity
index at the value given by [22], βd = 1.7, and fit for the
remaining three parameters, obtaining Td = 17.17 ± 0.31 K,
τ100 = (9.53 ± 1.02) × 10−4 , and Tcmb = 35.60 ± 6.4 μK. The
final AME fluxes are listed in Table 3.
The Q and U WMAP maps of Figure 3 do not show
significant signal towards this region, and the computed
fluxes are accordingly compatible with the error bars. We
therefore derive the 2-sigma upper limits on the fractional
polarisation shown in Table 4. These constraints, as well
as the 2.7% limit at 9 GHz given by [10], rule out all the
models presented in [37] based on magnetic dipole emission

from single-domain dust grains (the magnetic field is aligned
either parallel or perpendicular to the largest moment of
inertia of the grains), all of which predict higher polarisation
fractions. However, a lower polarisation could arise when
grains are arranged in diﬀerent magnetic domains.
5.2.2. LPH96. The WMAP maps at the diﬀuse HII region
LPH96 are shown in Figure 4. A circular mask with radius
0◦ .8 has been applied to remove the contamination from
the point source located at position R.A. (J2000) = 100◦ .23
and Dec. = 9◦ .70. Significant emission is visible in the lowfrequency maps (8.4 ± 4.4 and 7.2 ± 1.7 Jy at 0.408 and
1.42 GHz, resp.); so we use those values to constrain the
amplitude of the free-free component. We perform the joint
CMB and thermal dust fit in the same way as it was applied
to LDN1622. In this case, we fix βd = 1.7 and Td = 18.175 K
[9], and fit for the remaining two parameters, obtaining
Tcmb = 85.22 ± 2.66 μK and τ100 = (8.33 ± 0.13) × 10−4 .
The residual AME flux at 33 GHz is 6.91 ± 2.63 Jy, which
represents about the 50% of the total (measured) flux. This
value supports the results of [8], who first claimed the
detection of AME in this region, but apparently contradicts
those of [23], who obtained an AME flux of 14% of the total
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Table 3: Stokes I, Q, and U measured in LDN1622, LPH96, and the
Pleiades.
ν (GHz)

I (Jy)

23
33
41
61
94

5.64 ± 1.90
4.90 ± 1.70
4.44 ± 1.77
4.84 ± 2.95
9.96 ± 5.89

23
33
41
61
94

13.95 ± 2.44
13.65 ± 2.26
13.37 ± 2.28
14.07 ± 2.49
19.62 ± 5.02

23
33
41
61
94

2.60 ± 0.90
2.55 ± 1.15
2.64 ± 1.26
4.71 ± 2.49
9.11 ± 5.19

IAME (Jy)
Q (Jy)
LDN1622
5.22 ± 1.90 −0.05 ± 0.05
4.05 ± 1.72 −0.01 ± 0.09
3.11 ± 1.82 −0.05 ± 0.11
1.42 ± 3.20 0.16 ± 0.27
−0.61 ± 7.80 0.25 ± 0.64
LPH96
7.86 ± 2.80 −0.00 ± 0.05
6.91 ± 2.63 −0.02 ± 0.08
5.87 ± 2.63 0.17 ± 0.11
3.48 ± 2.80 −0.49 ± 0.25
0.12 ± 5.19 −0.08 ± 0.60
Pleiades
1.94 ± 0.90 0.08 ± 0.07
1.20 ± 1.15 0.06 ± 0.13
0.63 ± 1.28 −0.14 ± 0.20
0.38 ± 2.52 −0.06 ± 0.47
−0.52 ± 5.26 −1.02 ± 1.16

U (Jy)
0.01 ± 0.06
−0.04 ± 0.09

0.04 ± 0.12
0.06 ± 0.29
0.05 ± 0.69
0.01 ± 0.06
−0.04 ± 0.10
−0.10 ± 0.13

0.20 ± 0.31
0.17 ± 0.74
−0.06 ± 0.09
−0.07 ± 0.17
−0.14 ± 0.24
−0.58 ± 0.57
−1.26 ± 1.40

Table 4: Upper limits at the 95% confidence level, on the fractional
linear polarisation of the AME measured in LDN1622, LPH96, and
Pleiades at the three lowest WMAP frequency bands.
P0 (Jy)
ΠAME (%)
23 GHz 33 GHz 41 GHz 23 GHz 33 GHz
LDN1622 <0.12
<0.19
<0.23
<2.6
<4.8
LPH96
<0.10
<0.17
<0.34
<1.3
<2.5
Pleiades <0.19
<0.28
<0.51
<12.2
<32.0
Region

41 GHz
<8.3
<7.4
<95.8

measured flux at 31 GHz with the CBI interferometer and
claimed not to find evidence of AME towards this source. A
possible explanation for this inconsistency is given by the fact
that [23] focused their analysis on a compact structure (∼ 6 )
in the region, while in the present analysis, we obtained
the flux density by integrating over an area of ∼ 0.7◦ , thus
also taking into account a possible extended emission which
would be resolved out by the CBI interferometer (see [23] for
details).
No signal is evident in the Q and U maps at the position
of LPH96, and in fact the measured fluxes are compatible
with the instrumental noise. We therefore derive the 2-sigma
upper limits on the fractional polarisation shown in Table 4.
Our result at 33 GHz is about four times more restrictive than
the one calculated by [23] at 31 GHz.
5.2.3. Pleiades. The intensity and polarisation WMAP maps
in the position of the Pleiades reflection nebula are shown
in Figure 5. We have followed the same process as in [21],
with the only diﬀerence that now we calculate errors in the
intensity flux using (13). This barely changes the results of
the CMB and thermal dust fits. The fluxes corresponding
to total intensity and to polarisation are shown in Table 3.
The AME residual flux at 23 GHz is at a less significance

(2.2-sigma) than that obtained in [21], owing to the diﬀerent
approach for calculating error bars. The upper limits on
the polarisation fraction shown in Table 4 are less restrictive
than those in the other two sources, due to the lower AME
intensity.

6. Discussion
The observational study of the polarisation of the AME
provides a valuable tool to understand the physical mechanism(s) responsible for the AME and to disentangle among
the diﬀerent models proposed in the literature.
From an observational point of view, exploring the
spectral and spatial properties of the polarisation of the
AME is a challenge because of the expected low polarisation
fraction. Despite this diﬃculty, in the last few years there
has been a sustained observational eﬀort, and nowadays the
current upper limits (see Table 1) of the AME polarisation
fraction are at the level of Π ≈ 1%, both for the extended
emission and for individual regions. There is only one
detection claimed to date, in the Perseus molecular complex
[65], but in order to confirm the physical mechanism
responsible for the emission, other detections are needed at
diﬀerent wavelengths.
Nevertheless, even if we only have upper limits, we
can still significantly constrain some of the models in the
literature, in particular those predicting high fractional
polarisation degrees. To illustrate this issue, Figures 6 and 7
compare, at 23 GHz and 33 GHz, all the upper limits
listed in Table 1, with the predictions of some polarisation
models, corresponding to the electric dipole (ED) and
magnetic dipole (MD) emissions. For the ED case, we
show the polarised Cold Neutral Medium spinning dust
model proposed by [34]. Note that, as this model is derived
under the assumption of negligible saturation eﬀects, this
curve corresponds to the maximal values allowed by the
paramagnetic mechanism. Levels of  1% and  0.5% are
expected at 23 GHz and 33 GHz, respectively.
For the polarised MD emission we considered two cases:
(1) grains with single magnetic domain; (2) grains with
magnetic inclusions. For the first case, [37]’s models from
perfectly aligned grains consisting of a single magnetic
domain are determined by the dotted and dashed lines,
for two diﬀerent grain shapes with axial ratios 1 : 2 : 2 and
1 : 1.25 : 1.5, respectively. Note that the frequency behaviour
depends strongly on the shape and composition of the grains.
Recently, [42] showed that the level of linear polarisation
can be much lower when the grains are partially aligned,
decreasing to zero polarisation for random alignments. Thus,
these curves should again be considered as maximal values
for this mechanism. In the perfect alignment case, the models
predict polarisation fractions between 10 and 20% at 23 GHz
(see Figures 6 and 7).
In the second case, the randomly oriented magnetic
inclusions models [42] predict at 20 GHz levels lower than
5% (depending on the magnetic inclusions). Meanwhile, at
33 GHz they reach levels between ∼ 5% and ∼ 10%.
The low levels of polarised AME emission allow us to
rule out several models based on MD emission, in particular
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Figure 6: Observational constraints on the polarisation fraction
of the AME at 23 GHz for individual regions and on all sky (see
Table 1). The horizontal lines correspond to diﬀerent theoretical
predictions in this frequency band, both for electric dipole emission
(ED) and magnetic dipole emission (MD) models. The solid line
shows the expected polarisation fraction for the Cold Neutral
Medium (spinning dust) model proposed by [34]. The dotted and
dashed lines correspond to the polarisation fraction for MD from
perfectly aligned grains consisting of a single magnetic domain
[37]. The polarisation fraction from randomly oriented magnetic
inclusions [42] is shown by the dot-dashed and dot-dot-dashed
lines.

those where the orientation of the magnetic domains is
aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the principal axis
of the largest moment of inertia. Nevertheless, this does not
rule out the magnetic dipole emission as the physical process
responsible for the observed polarisation [42]. In particular,
there are specific regions, as the Helix Nebulae, where the
most plausible mechanism of emission should be the MD,
as small grains have not been detected in this evolved PN.
6.1. Implications for Future B-Mode Experiments. CMB
polarisation and, in particular, B-mode observations are
expected to be a primary source of information about the
physics of the very early universe, potentially providing an
unambiguous proof of the existence of primordial gravitational waves [92–94], thus opening a unique window to carry
out a detailed study of the inflationary epoch.
Consequently, the CMB B-mode observations are a
very dynamic area of research in cosmology, with multiple
observatories being designed, built, and deployed [43, 44,
95–99].
One of the main challenges in carrying out such a
program is to understand (and to correct for) the astrophysical foregrounds with very high accuracy, as they could be
ultimate limitations to the exploitation of the CMB B-mode
potential [99, 100].
Here, we provide some simple estimates, based on the
upper limits reviewed in Table 1, on the contribution of the
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Figure 7: The same as Figure 6, but now for the Ka-band (31–
33 GHz).

large-scale polarised AME to the detectability of B-modes.
For definiteness, we will focus on the case of 30 GHz, as this
will be one of the cosmological frequencies of the QUIJOTECMB experiment [95]. First, we start by parameterising
the contribution of polarised AME to the angular power
spectrum as
( + 1)CB,AME
( + 1)CE,AME
=
= AAME  −α Π2AME , (14)
2π
2π
where ΠAME is the average fractional polarisation of the
AME. The constant α characterises the angular dependence
of the signal. Here, we assume that, at first order, the
AME should follow the same dependence as the thermal
dust, and we use α = 0.6 (see, e.g., [13, 101]). Finally,
the normalisation factor AAME can be easily obtained by
imposing that the rms (intensity) contribution should be
consistent with the results from [16]. In particular, we use
here the rms amplitude for the dust contribution at this
frequency, derived from an all-sky analysis using the KQ85
mask [101]. Being conservative, this rms value of 27.6 ±
0.6 μK is assumed to be totally due to AME.
Figure 8 presents a sketch of the polarised power spectrum for the AME at 33 GHz, compared with the CMB Eand B-mode angular power spectra for a model with a tensorto-scalar ratio of r = 0.1. For illustration, we consider here
three values for the fractional polarisation, namely, ΠAME =
1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.1%. For comparison, we also include in
this figure the contribution to the power spectrum of the
Sync
polarised synchrotron (Cl ) at this frequency (dotted line).
The normalisation of this curve is based on the measured rms
polarised synchrotron emission measured by [16] (ΔTSPol =
3.9 ± 0.2 μK).
At 33 GHz, and based on the existing constraints, the
polarised AME has a lower contribution to the power spectrum than the polarised synchrotron emission. Nevertheless,
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Figure 8: Contribution of the polarised AME to the (E and B)
angular power spectrum at 33 GHz. The solid blue and red lines
correspond to the CMB polarisation spectrum of E-modes and
B-modes for the WMAP-7 cosmology [103] and assuming a
tensor-to-scalar ratio of r = 0.1. Note that for the B-mode
spectrum, the primordial tensor and lensing contributions are also
plotted separately. The polarised AME power spectra (ClAME ), for
fractional polarisations ΠAME equal to 1.0%, 0.5% and 0.1%, are
shown as dashed, dotted-dashed, and dotted-dotted-dashed lines,
respectively. For comparison, the synchrotron contribution at this
frequency is also shown as a black dotted line.

its emission is still larger than the B-mode power spectra
for r = 0.1 at large angular scales (l  60 and  30 for
Π = 1.0% and Π = 0.5%, resp.). Therefore, and based
on existing observational constraints, a polarised diﬀuse
AME component could in principle have an impact on the
detectability of primordial B-modes at 33 GHz and at angular
scales (l  100).
Future experiments, like QUIJOTE-CMB [95], will provide very sensitive measurements of the AME polarisation at
several frequency channels in the range 10–40 GHz, reaching
the required sensitivities to detect a polarisation level of Π =
0.1%, in Galactic regions as those discussed in this paper,
after a few hours integration time [102].
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